
CENTURY WEST ENGINEERING 
50TH ANNIVERSARY PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN

OBJECTIVES
• Increase brand awareness among clients and competitors

• Thank our clients for their faith in our services

PLAN
• Reinvigorate brand with a modern color palette and template

• Develop 50th anniversary logo for use throughout the year

• Advertise in select industry publications

• Celebrate anniversary on website and through social media

• Host five client and colleague appreciation events throughout Pacific 
Northwest

• Thank employees through branded gifts

AUDIENCE
• Our clients and employees

• The broader Pacific Northwest A/E/C Market

RESULTS
• Hosted 300+ industry professionals at appreciation events

• Tripled LinkedIn followers

• Signed contracts with 10 new clients

• 16% revenue growth

• Hired seven new employees including several seasoned engineers

DJC Oregon – Engineering A-List
JANUARY 2019

Century West is celebrat ing 
50 years of providing aviat ion 
and municipal  engineer ing 
services to Pacif ic Northwest 
c l ients.  THANK YOU to our 
c l ients and staf f  for our 
cont inued success. 

CONTACT US 
509.838.3810 | www.centurywest.com

LIBERTY LAKE SEWER & WATER DISTRICT  
WATER FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS PHASES 1 & 2

SPOKANE INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ON-CALL SERVICES

SPOKANE COUNTY WESTBOW-AERO ROUNDABOUT 

Spokane Journal of Business
NOVEMBER 2019

WE’RE HIRING
centurywest.com/careers

Oregon
Bend
Central Point
Portland 

Washington
Bothell
Ellensburg
Federal Way
Spokane

Idaho
Coeur d’Alene
Sandpoint

SERVICES

Transportation

WastewaterWater

Aviation On-Call  
Consulting

Stormwater

Recreational 
Facilities

LOCATIONS

 AVIATION ENGINEERING & PLANNING

 OREGON • WASHINGTON • IDAHO

MUNICIPAL ENGINEERING

 OREGON • WASHINGTON • IDAHO

Conference Banners

Event Invite Postcard

Event RSVP Page

OREGON
BEND

PORTLAND

WASHINGTON
BOTHELL 

ELLENSBURG
FEDERAL WAY

SPOKANE  

IDAHO
COEUR d’ALENE 

SANDPOINT

WWW.CENTURYWEST.COM

happy holidays
from 

T H A N K  YO U  for contributing 
to our continued success! 

We look forward to working 
with you for another 50 years!

Holiday Card  
(and interior message)



The Value of  
Inclusive Teams
AN AWARENESS CAMPAIGN

CATEGORY
Internal Marketing
MARKETING OBJECTIVE
Enhance GeoEngineers’ competitiveness by 
building internal support for inclusive contracting 
principles.
TARGET AUDIENCE
GeoEngineers’ project leaders – Principals, 
Associates and Project Managers 

AWARENESS CAMPAIGN APPROACH
Research best practices – interviewed 
owners and teaming partners

Develop tools/resources – to make  
finding and hiring certified firms easier for 
technical staff

Get the message across – internal newsletter, 
presentations to groups, recruiting technical 
champions, company business plan

Create conversations – staff at all levels 
are informed and talking about Inclusive 
Contracting

Mentor – help our partner certified firms be 
more successful

Take it further – Inclusive Contracting 
Champion Award; 2021 Inclusive Contracting 
Company Challenge; incorporated in a larger 
corporate social responsibility focus
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GETTING THE MESSAGE ACROSS

AWARENESS 
CAMPAIGN  
RESULTS

John T. Monahan
To circle Stefani A. Braicks; circle Adrienne O. Lindsey; circle Denise Q. Wallace; circle Cherisa Yaplee 
 circle Paul McAfee; circle Dana Carlise 
CC circle Michael Laveson; circle Becca H. Miller

NRG Lunch and Learn Presentation Regarding “Disadvantaged Business Enterprise Partnerships”

Inclusive Contracting Team:

I have some “thank you” messages. There’s a lot.

Stefani and Adrienne - thank you for the informative and inspiring presentation today during the Natural Resources Lunch and Learn meeting. The preseation was 
well attended - with staff from NRG, Applied Geology and even a Geotechnical Engineering cameo (Morgan McArthur). Folks were quiet, but I interpreted this as 
“quiet contemplation”.

IC team – thank you for all that you have done/are doing building this program. Clearly there’s a lot that has already been done, and more in the works. I wish we 
could have offered more than 30 minutes for the presentation and Q&A. I think the time allotted was used well, but I’m hopeful staff will reach out looking for 
more details. Who knows, maybe we’ll see a volunteer or to respond to the call for involvement of technical staff in the IC.

Michael and Becca – thank you for organizing/hosting/MC’ing the meeting. The question about whether or not we should schedule a follow-up presentation, and 
when, I think would be yours to answer.

Cheers,

John T. Monahan 
Principal Fisheries Biologist | GeoEngineers, Inc. 
Telephone: 360.922.5092 
Fax: 360.647.5044 
Mobile: 360.927.4401 
Email: jmonahan@geoengineers.com

8/25/2020 1:50:33 PM

reply Reply Reply-All Reply All Long-Arrow-Right Forward

Presented to staff at all levels Communicated as a core principle 
in firm's 2020 Business Plan

Produced articles for company newsletter

Incorporated into our firmwide  
Client Experience campaign

Recruited technical staff advocates

More Inclusive Contracting 
advocates – technical  
staff are advocating for 
certified firms 

Collecting success stories – 
hearing about staff’s success in 
practicing Inclusive Contracting 
principles on projects

Being more competitive – being invited on project 
teams (e.g., for Seattle DOT), winning more contracts 
(e.g., Sound Transit), and scoring highly on DBE 
proposal sections (e.g., City of Portland, WSDOT)

Discussed during major 
proposal kick-offs

 TROPHY



Performance Based Design Projects

The Nines
Portland, OR
The original Meier & Frank department store was 
constructed in four phases in the early 1920s. In 
2008, the upper floors were transformed into The 
Nines hotel, currently occupying nine floors with 
a street level lobby. The 16-story building occupies 
one full city block and is constructed with concrete 
encased steel wide flange beams and columns 
supporting concrete slabs. The exterior of the 
building features a historic ornate terra cotta skin. 
The use of PBD procedures allowed the project 
team two distinct advantages: the use of dampers 
in combination with the existing steel framing 
which provided a cost effective flexible seismic 
strategy, and the ability to justify existing terra 
cotta skin without added backup reinforcement 
or enhanced anchorage. These options would 
not have been possible with prescriptive code 
procedures since these archaic materials are not 
recognized in the current building code. 

Block 216
Portland, OR
This  35-story mixed-use tower will include residences, office space, a hotel, retail, parking, event space, 
a spa and restaurant. It is scheduled to start construction in 2020. The 1,000,000SF building is 460-feet 
tall and will be Portland’s first concrete core only building. Under the prescriptive building code all 
buildings over 240-feet tall are required to have a dual lateral system. A dual lateral system is defined 
as moment frames in combination with shear walls or braced frames. Using PBD procedures, KPFF 
justified using just concrete core shear walls without moment frames. Using only concrete core shear 
walls greatly reduces the cost, schedule and complexity that moment frame beams and columns add 
to the overall design.  

Oregon State University, Hatfield Marine Science Center
Newport, OR
When Oregon State University (OSU) decided to build its new Marine Studies Center at the Hatfield 
Campus on the Oregon coast, it was faced with a tremendous challenge; investing in a state-of-the-
art science and lab facility on a site located in a tsunami inundation zone. As a result, the university 
prescribed ambitious performance goals for the new structure, including surviving a Magnitude 
9.0 Cascadia Subduction Zone Earthquake and a potential corresponding tsunami. To meet these 
objectives, site specific geotechnical and tsunami modeling were performed assessing the site 
hazards and developing seismic forces and inundation depths for design. KPFF utilized the American 
Society of Civil Engineer’s (ASCE) Standard 41 “Seismic Design and Retrofit of Existing Buildings” for 
the new structure allowing the structure to be tailored to specific performance objectives, optimizing 
the design. The 3-story steel and concrete building included a roof-top vertical evacuation deck and 
was supported on a grid of 100-foot deep soil mixing columns mitigating liquefaction settlements 
and providing tsunami scour resistance. The structure was designed to resist progressive collapse 
providing structural redundancy in the case of large debris impact common with tsunami events. 

FIRM: KPFF

CATEGORY: Branding

MARKETING OBJECTIVES: The main aim of KPFF’s 
earthquake preparedness kit was to remind clients of 
KPFF’s leadership in performance based design, exhibited 
by showcasing the firm’s technical expertise in the specialty 
and the relevancy of the service to today’s A/E/C industry. 
KPFF also wanted the kit to be an amusing client touchpoint 
that would generate discussions for future partnerships. 
While no directly measurable results are expected, the 
initiative’s hope is for partnership strengthening and brand 
awareness.

TARGET AUDIENCE: KPFF principals identified 90 key 
clients, primarily architects, as recipients of the earthquake 
preparedness kit. Kits were sent by courier or hand 
delivered, determined by client location and availability of 
principals to meet in person with recipients.

RESULTS: The earthquake preparedness kits served in 
generating a great touchpoint between KPFF’s structural 
engineers and the clients who received them. KPFF’s 
marketers received feedback from the firm’s principals that 
the kits were roundly enjoyed by recipients and generated 
discussions, and that something similar to the kits would be 
worthwhile to implement again in the future. Overall, KPFF’s 
marketing staff and leadership team feel that the results 
met the kit’s branding and outreach goals.

 Brochure

 Branded “Juicebox”   
 Powerbank

 Branded Insulated 
 Mug

 Branded Crate

 Eastside Distilling
 Spirits Set

 Portland Syrups
 Mixer Set

 Hot Chocolate
 Spoon

 Branded 
 “Stashlight” 

We admit, the Earthquake Preparedness Kit gi
ed to you today is not an 
approved lifesaving device. That being said, we think you’ll enjoy it anyway. 

You’ll find enclosed:

(1) STASHLIGHT - light the way and stash some cash
(1) JUICEBOX POWERBANK - portable fuel for your phone
(1) CAMPER MUG + HOT CHOCOLATE SPOON - what ever else you add is your business
(1) EASTSIDE DISTILLERY PORTLAND SPIRITS SET - the aforementioned “what ever else”
(1) COCKTAIL AND SODA MIXER SET - when you run out of hot chocolate 

While this kit may not help in the event of an earthquake, KPFF’s Performance 
Based Design certainly can. We’ve included a brochure detailing our expertise in 
the specialty and we’re happy to discuss more about creative engineering 
solutions for your projects. 

From all of us at KPFF, thank you for your continued partnership and 
collaboration!

KPFF EARTHQUAKE PREPAREDNESS KIT

KPFF is a leader in creative structural engineering 
solutions. Here we strive to be more than just 
another consultant. We are partners with our 
clients, collaboratively pushing the boundaries of 
design and elevating the work we do in constant 
pursuit of excellence. 

Natural disasters around the world have lead 
to a heightened awareness of the impacts 
that earthquakes and tsunamis can have on 
buildings and occupants. This recognition 
is directing attention toward preparation for 
potential natural disasters, both in retrofitting 
existing structures and designing new buildings. 
This, combined with an increase in building 
complexities, requires project teams to think 
beyond conventional code provisions, which are 
often times limiting. 

Performance Based Design (PBD) is an alternative 
design methodology to the building code 
prescriptive procedures. PBD in many instances 
allows the optimization of the structural 
system which often results in construction 
cost savings, schedule reduction, and equally 
important, the opportunity to pursue designs not 
otherwise possible via prescriptive building code 
requirements. This approach allows our clients 
to pursue higher performance objectives in order 
to limit damage to their buildings and protect 
valuable assets following a major seismic event.  
Utilizing PBD procedures on some of our recent 
projects has allowed KPFF to deliver a better 
design for our clients. 

Flexibility 
in Design

Multnomah County Central Courthouse
Portland, OR

The Multnomah County Central Courthouse is the 
first new building in Oregon to use fluid viscous 
dampers (seismic shock absorbers) for enhanced 
seismic performance. In combination with 
special reinforced concrete moment frames, the 
fluid viscous dampers achieve enhanced safety 
under a very large earthquake associated with 
an occurrence every 2,500 years and enhanced 
recovery/repairability under a moderately large 
earthquake occurring once every 500 years. The 
project implemented a Performance Based Design 
including nonlinear response history analysis and 
peer review to validate the design. An extensive 
instrumentation system of accelerometers has 
been placed in the building to record the response to 
future earthquake shaking.

Performance 
Based Design

Find out more at kpff.com

Projects Pictured:

Pioneer Courthouse Seismic Strengthening and Renovation, Portland, OR
Second oldest courthouse west of the Mississippi, completed in 1875, 3-story, 57,000SF building

Galleria Building Historic Renovation and Seismic Upgrade, Portland, OR
Originally constructed in 1910, this 5-story steel framed building with terra cotta façade occupies one full 
city block 

Edith Green-Wendell Wyatt Federal Building Renovation and Rehabilitation, Portland, OR
Opened in 1975, the 18-story tower has more than 370,000SF of office space and occupies one full city 
block with two levels of basement and parking areas

Earthquake Preparedness Kit insert listing contents 
of box and leaving space for KPFF principals to 
include a personal note to recipients.

Pages from Performance Based Design (PBD) brochure designed for the 
kit. Brochure showcases KPFF’s PBD projects and provides examples of 
the firm’s technical expertise in the specialty. 

KPFF Earthquake Preparedness Kit





SUBMISSION TITLE COMPASS  FIRM MURRAYSMITH  CATEGORY INTERNAL MARKETING   

MARKETING OBJECTIVE(S) MAINTAINING CONNECTION, BUILDING COMMUNITY REMOTELY. 
TARGET AUDIENCE INTERNAL STAFF  RESULTS STAFF ENGAGEMENT, CONNECTIVITY

10/22/2020 People Community

https://compass.murraysmith.us/People/Default.aspx 1/3
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Find an expert, celebrate a birthday, or take a virtual coffee break

  with your co-workers across the firm. 
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Staff Spotlight – Brian Ginter
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Say Hello to our August New Hires!

Our new hire list for September is small but strong! Take a look at the new hires that
have joined the team recently:…

 14 Likes  1 Comment

Happy birthday to all you balanced Libra's and daring Scorpios! Please see attached
for the Birthday/Anniversary Calendar for October 2020. :) 
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 12 Likes  3 Comments

Brian Ginter is a true Murraysmith + Quincy mainstay—he just celebrated his 20-year
anniversary with the firm! Our Water/Wastewater Discipline Manager, Brian is a…

 36 Likes  13 Comments
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Birthdays and Anniversaries

Matt Featherstone
will be with the company 2 years on
October 23.

Krassimir Panayotov
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September 14
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About Our Company 
Last updated on11/3/2019 by Janie Berg.

Firm Background
Learn more about the history of the firm -  

over 40 years in the making.  

Strategic Plan
Learn more about some of our strategic initiatives.  

Structure and Leadership
Who does what. Find the firm org chart here  

and learn more about our structure.

Corporate Social Responsibility
For us, CSR means taking responsibility for our impacts on stakeholders,

clients, employees, vendors, subconsultants, fellow citizens, and the

environment. Find our CSR plan here! 

10/22/2020 Firm Background
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Firm Background 
Last updated by Janie Berg on 4/1/2020.

We are a public infrastructure engineering firm invested in our projects and the people they serve.

We're focused on just four key disciplines so we can provide our clients with a depth of expertise. 

Our firm has come along way since 1980. Check out

some of our milestones and help us build what comes

next!

NORTH | SOUTH | EAST | WEST

LEARN HOW TO USE THE INTRANET

NAVIGATE

N

NORTH  | SOUTH | EAST | WEST

HEAR UPDATES FROM ACROSS THE FIRM 
& CONNECT WITH COLLEAGUES

SHARE

S

NORTH  | SOUTH | EAST | WEST

FIND AN EXPERT, DOWNLOAD A TEMPLATE, 
PERUSE OUR WINNING PROPOSALS, 
AND MUCH MORE!EXPLORE

E

NORTH  | SOUTH | EAST | WEST

GET THE RESOURCES AND INFORMATION 
YOU NEED, WHEREVER YOU ARE! 

WORK

W

With COMPASS, we can spend less time slogging & searching, 
and more time making things happen – wherever you are! WORK

DOWNLOAD THE APP AND TAKE COMPASS WHEREVER YOU GO
After visiting COMPASS on your computer, go to the app store on your 
cell phone and search and install KA’s Synthesis Mobile app. Login with 
your Murraysmith email and current computer password.

CLICK TO WATCH OUR  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

COMPASS LAUNCH VIDEO!

PAGES FROM OUR  
COMPASS FIELD GUIDE

VIEWS OF COMPASS 

LOGO MARK Colors, icons, & logo were made 
specifically for COMPASS. 
 
The identity is unique to the 
growing, blended firm’s intranet.

https://animoto.com/play/t8FaDhPcFtYYLHtqziVBxQ
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Campaigning for Healthy Occupants: the Healthy 
Building Survey

Firm: NorthWest Engineering Service, Inc.
Category: Print Collateral
Objectives: Expand service offerings • Gain new clients• Increase 
knowledge and visibility of service • Increase online engagement
Audience: Facility Owners and Managers, Property managers,      
Developers or Program Administrators.
Results: Contract work with 15+ facilities • New clients • Expanded 
relationships with existing and potential clients • Profits exceeded 
goals and eliminated losses due to COVID-19. 

HealtHy Building
Survey

Prepare your facility for re-occupancy by conducting a survey/tune-up of the HVAC systems and related controls.

Document supply air flows.
Code requires minimum air changes per hour (ACH).

calculate ventilation rates. 
This will gauge whether the facility requires

adjustments to the  HVAC systems.

measure minimum outside air.
This will evaluate whether your systems are

providing code required ventilation.

verify controls are working.  
This includes verification of hardware operation,

calibration of control devices, and occupancy schedules.

4 steps to prepare your hvac
systems for re-occupancy

We spend a huge amount of time in facilities learning, conducting business, and interacting with others. 
This environment should be comfortable, accessible, and most importantly, safe.

As you prepare your facility to welcome back students, staff, and other occupants, we urge you to consider
these next steps to ensure your facility will be a safer environment now and in the future.

Contact one of our offices for more info on Healthy Building Surveys.

NWESI is invested in making sure the people in our communities are in safe, up-to-standard facilities, and is 
further providing documentation to display that healthy building measures were taken. 

Call us to discuss your healthy building options before re-opening!

nwesi.com i   800.856.6374
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CHALLENGES 

While executing the scope of work on this facility we ran into 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

APPROACH 

Our approach in this project was to understand the facility’s current 

operations, establish testing standards and controls, and identify 

which areas were underperforming. This required us to work with 

the controls vendor and establish setpoints for OSA (outside air) 

dampers that would fulfill testing requirements despite the lack of 

any nationally recognized standard for this facility type. Further, we 

undertook deeper investigations into the original mechanical 

drawings and supply air sources to correctly identify which zones 

were served by which system.  

 

VALUE 

Safety assurance for the office staff and customers • Actionable items 

for facility optimization and improvements 

C A S E S T U D  Y: 

UNNAMED HEALTHCARE FACILITY 

 H E A LT H Y B U I L D I N G S S U R V E Y  

Why: After recent health concerns 

surrounding the COVID-19 pan- 

demic, this facility wanted to 

ensure their systems were 

operational and safe to 

supplement their re-opening 

health measures. This airflow 

survey was conducted to confirm 

the facility’s HVAC systems were 

providing proper ventilation, and 

to identify any performance 

deficiencies for later resolution. 

Industry: Healthcare 

Location: Oregon 

 

obstacles ranging from lack of identified system standards, to 

outdated systems drawings and unincorporated control points.  

1) No recognized ASHRAE standard for this type of facility. 

2) Manual overrides to the system were required to test outside  

air dampers due to absent setpoints in controls. 

3) Original HVAC systems drawings were unavailable. 

4) Areas of improperly functioning equipment. 



XNWESI: Communicating our Values
Firm: NorthWest Engineering Service, Inc.
Category: Branding
Objectives: Update and unify company aesthetic across offices • 
Expand brand visibility• Communicate values • Create new oppor-
tunities for engagement.
Audience: Owners, Facility Managers, Partners, Career seekers 
and general audiences across the Pacific Northwest, all industries.
Results: Met goals for branding update • Completed culture vid-
eos • Evergreen content created • Employee’s supported change.

X

Before After

Integrity

Te
am

wo
rk

Professionalism
Quality

Facing the Pandemic as an Employee-Owned Company
Blog, June 2020

Updates across adminsitrative and 
official reports, website, online plat-
forms, and professional organizations.

Commissioning
Testing, Adjusting & Balancing (TAB)
Facility Assessments & Troubleshooting
Energy Studies & Power Monitoring
Cleanroom Performance Testing
Thermographic Imaging
Building Envelope Testing
Technical Project Management

Cell: 503.880.6215



PAVILION CONSTRUCTION’S 100 PROJECTS STRONG CAMPAIGN

CATEGORY | Digital Marketing
MARKETING OBJECTIVE | To take Pavilion clients, employees, partners, and communities on a trip down memory lane through our 100 projects as a 
company
TARGET AUDIENCE | Pavilion Construction employees, spouses/families, clients, partners, and communities
RESULTS | LinkedIn: 7,281 impressions (1,456 avg/day), 18.56% avg daily engagement rate
       Facebook: 3,068 total organic reach (avg 614/day), 251 total clicks/actions (avg 50.2/day)
       Email Blast: 50-70% open-rate per day. Sent to 286 recipients through CRM email marketing system 

FIRM | Pavilion Construction
SUBMISSION TITLE | Pavilion Construction’s 100 Projects Strong Campaign

Monday | Notable Projects Tuesday | People/Employee 
Spotlight

Wednesday | To the Ground We 
Cover/Regionality

Thursday | It’s About Who 
You Know / Partners

Friday | To the Next 100!

As an integrated marketing campaign, we also created:
-100 Projects logo for email signatures, collateral
-100 Projects wine tumblers
-100 Projects collateral cover/social media headers 
*Kept logo on signatures/collateral for 3 months as a 
continued celebration

Email Signatures adopted by entire company:



A Virtual Ground Breaking: Fountain Place Apartments

Lorentz Bruun Construction (LBC) and Peter Meijer Architect, PC (PMA)

Digital Marketing

The Fountain Place Apartments redevelopment focuses on 
livability, how to extend the operational life of the building while main-
taining fiscal responsibility, operational sustainability, while integrating 
economic equity across project team members. 

Coordinating with Monica Foucher, Public Relations Associate Director, 
Home Forward, the City of Portland mayor’s office, project leaders and 
stakeholders, Angie Cole (LBC) and Kate Kearney (PMA) seamlessly 
worked together to produce and launch a robust digital marketing 
campaign that integrated search engine optimization, email marketing, 
and a social media strategy to showcase the virtual groundbreaking for 
the redevelopment of Fountain Place Apartments. 

The key results were our engagement rate of almost 70% and further 
building our relationship and rapport with our client, Home Forward.  

“This year has been extremely stressful for folks. We appreciate Lorentz 
Bruun Construction and Peter Meijer Architect for spearheading this 
Virtual ground-breaking,” says Home Forward’s Executive Director, 
Michael Buonocore. “We are looking forward to safely moving forward 
with these important renovations that will ensure we continue to house 
some of Portland’s most vulnerable neighbors for generations to come.”

SUBMISSION TITLE

FIRM

CATEGORY

MARKETING OBJECTIVES

RESULTS

WEBSITE

DIGITAL PROGRAM

https://www.fountainplaceapartmentspdx.com/

https://online.flowpaper.com/7756074a/Fountain-
PlaceProgram/#page=1

https://www.fountainplaceapartmentspdx.com/
https://online.flowpaper.com/7756074a/FountainPlaceProgram/#page=1
https://online.flowpaper.com/7756074a/FountainPlaceProgram/#page=1


Internal S|EA Newsletter

FIRM
Scott | Edwards Architecture

CATEGORY
Internal Marketing

MARKETING OBJECTIVE(S)
The Vertical was produced to keep all staff 
informed and feeling connected to the firm, 
while also fueling our culture.

TARGET AUDIENCE
S|EA’s staff of 80.

RESULTS
Each release of The Vertical helps staff feel 
connected to the firm, especially during these 
times when all are working from home. The 
newsletter also helps remind and inform staff 
of the exciting work the firm has ahead.
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